
Bucher XPro
The Bucher XPro pneumatic press includes the essential elements of Bucher presses. A small-capacity press, it is ideal
for pressing fresh grapes, fermented pomace or selecting quality batches. Highly manoeuvrable, space-saving and
easy to use, the Bucher XPro press fits easily into any cellar.

Technical description

XPro 5 XPro 8 XPro 15

1 porte manuelle 1 porte manuelle 1 manual door
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XPro 5 XPro 8 XPro 15

260 370 450

420 520 650

1.5 2.75 OR

230 230 420 - 50Hz or 460 - 60Hz

Configurations

For filling via door.

Axial filling

Automatic programming

Prim' Step programming

Number of perforated spouts

Spout surface area (% of 1/2-tank surface area)

Electropolished and extractable chutes

Juice trough on wheels

Pomace emptying through doors

Technical data

Capacity of juice trough

Unladen weight (kg)

Power (kW)

Supply voltage:
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1900 2550 2780

1000 1000 1250

1320 1320 1440

400 400 410

Length (mm)

Width (mm)

Height (mm)

Height under beam (mm)
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The benefits

Adaptability 

The Bucher XPro pneumatic press has a sliding door. Its
large opening makes it easy to fill the press and also
makes it easy to empty the pomace and to clean it.

Bucher Xpro has removable, perforated spouts, which
makes it quick and easy to wash the press

The maceration function is included through the
shutters at the end of the spouts.
The PLC has 6 modifiable, automatic programmes and
two Prim’Step sequential programmes for the duration
of the stages and the number of rotations at the end of
the cycle.
The must is recovered easily with the juice trough on
wheels under the press.

Maintenance

The closed tank with perforated, self-cleaning gutters
(Bucher patent) ensures the evacuation of musts
during pressing and generates very low levels of
sludge.
Easy to clean, thanks to Bucher Vaslin’s patented
perforated spout extraction system.

Options

Axial filling

Only for Bucher XPro 15 presses

Electro-polishing of perforated trunking
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